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I pooped in my sock while in the Jeep, and jumped out and gave a Hot Karl to the homeless
man. Hot Karl is a slang term for sex which involves feces.
A hot carl refers to a number of supposed sex acts featuring poop yes, a number of them. One
leading variety involves covering your face with plastic wrap and. Noun[edit]. hot carl (plural
hot carls). (slang) A sexual act of defecating on a sexual partner, especially upon a passive
female's chest. quotations ?. , Tom. Hot Karl (also Hot Sasser) is sexual slang referring to one
of several purported acts involving feces. It variously means an act of defecating on one's
sexual. This Slang page is designed to explain what the meaning of hot Carl is. The slang word
/ phrase / acronym hot Carl means . Online Slang Dictionary. A list of. Hot Karl (slang) Hot
Karl (also Hot Sasser) is sexual slang referring to one of several purported acts involving
feces. It variously means an act of defecating on . Oct 3, We all (hopefully) have heard of at
least one of these, though some out there might be totally clueless. Freaky sexual acts that no
one in their. Sexual slang is a set of linguistic terms and phrases used to refer to sexual organs
Arabian goggles or the hot carl and pearl necklace, or pussy juice cocktails. , hot karl; hot carl
noun an act of defecating on a sexual partner; an act of Georgia US • — Wayne Floyd, Jason's
Authentic Dictionary of CB Slang, p. hospital hot karl; hot carl hospital noun 1 jail. An
unabashed euphemism US, 2 in a smuggling operation, the place where the smuggled goods
are .
The Urban Thesaurus was created by indexing millions of different slang terms which are
defined on sites like Urban Dictionary. These indexes are then used to . Hot Karl (slang),
sexual slang for an alleged sexual act involving feces; Hot Karl Row, nickname for buildings
at 20, 30 & 50 Bayard Street in Williamsburg. hot button definition: Informal an idea, subject,
issue, etc. that evokes strong hot button. noun. Slang. Something that elicits a strong emotional
response or.
Associations to the word «Hot» - Word Associations Network. HOT, adjective. ( slang) Used
to emphasize the short duration or small quantity of something. HOT, verb. (with up) To heat;
to make HOT CARL, noun. A sexual act of defecating.
Dec 21, The Twitter Glossary: Hot Take, Shruggie, and More . Slake: shorthand for a Slate
Hot Take Slakes slake ur thirst for hot takes .. been suspended without pay for defying her
supervisor Carl Kline, less than a week after. May 4, I call Pizza constabulary and ask for hot
carl as you say but man hang up Implying again also fuck off with your retarded slang
wetback. May 24, ALABAMA HOT POCKET Separating the vaginal lips/butt cheeks, taking
a shit inside and then potentially having sex with the orifice afterwards. Jan 23, Hot carl- the
act of putting seran-wrap on ones face and proceeding to take a hot steamy **** on the
seran-wrap, thus letting them feel the. Jan 1, One Hot Carl by Pleasing Melani, released 01
January
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